STATIONS
There are currently two stations in the MFPD: Station One is located at
595 San Ysidro Road and Station Two is located at 2300 Sycamore
Canyon Road. Our fleet includes structure and wildland fire engines, a
paramedic squad, an ambulance, a specialized Urban Search and Rescue
vehicle, mechanic’s vehicle, and Battalion Chief vehicles. The MFPD
dispatch center is located at Station One and also provides dispatch
services for the Carpinteria/Summerland Fire Protection District.
To shorten response times and upgrade capabilities, the MFPD leadership
is actively studying the addition of a third fire station to be located in the
Eastern part of the District. Details about the new station, including
location and timeline, will be provided to the community as they become
available.

Montecito Fire Protection District Boundary

PERSONNEL & SERVICES
We are very proud of our MFPD personnel: 39 uniformed firefighters
and 8 civilian employees work together to stand guard for Montecito
24 hours everyday. Our skilled teams train throughout the year. Some
receive specialty certifications that qualify them for Incident Management
Teams who then assist with incidents throughout the nation. This
enhances the capability and experience of our staff while building
goodwill and reciprocity with other departments.

•

Structural Fire Protection

•

Wildland Fire Protection

•

Paramedic Services

•

Vehicle Accidents & Fires

•

Hazardous Materials Mitigation

•

Trench Rescue

Here are some of the important emergency services your fire department
is trained and equipped to perform:

•

Confined Space Rescues

•

Building Collapse Rescue

•

Trail Rescue

•

Technical Rope Rescue

•

Swiftwater Rescue
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t the end of 2017 and the beginning of 2018, Montecito Fire
Department faced the greatest challenges we have ever
faced as a community. Our residents and this Department
were tested. Despite the heartbreak and disruption
endured by so many, I am humbled and deeply
encouraged by the dedication and optimism of the people
of Montecito — those who live and work here as well as the men and
women of this Department.
It has been said that adversity reveals one’s character. As I reflect on the
recent experiences of Montecito, it’s clear we’ve learned a great deal
about our residents and how we respond when facing challenges.
Resilience is a word that has come to my mind again and again. I witnessed
a community bravely and energetically responding to adversity. I saw
kindness, heroism and empathy. I saw selflessness, teamwork and skillful
individual service. I saw neighbors stand together to overcome the
devastation and restore this beautiful community.
That is how I realized that Montecito would not only recover from the dual
disasters, but thrive in the face of challenges. I am certain that not only
will Montecito continue to recover, but will be stronger, safer and more
robust than ever before.
We already have implemented improved communication systems,
engineering and prevention activities. Things like the new microwave
internet connection system and expanded fuel treatment to improve
defensible space (see article on page 14). And we are working with local
groups who are volunteering and contributing private resources to explore
ways to further enhance public safety.
We all have reason to be very proud of our neighbors and MFD first
responders.

Our Department and Our Community
Are Stronger Than Ever

In that spirit, it is my honor to present the 2018 Annual Report on behalf
of the Montecito Fire Protection District (MFPD). I am happy to report
that this Department remains fiscally strong. We continue to improve our
service capability, planning and preparation for potential threats to safety
in Montecito. This Department has never been more confident in our
personnel’s ability to perform when called upon.
In evaluating our immediate response to the disasters as well as the
subsequent and on-going recovery efforts, I am once again reminded of
the wisdom of past community leaders who established and maintained
the MFPD. This District is solely focused on local fire and emergency
services, governed by an independent Board of Directors. While most
other fire departments are “sub-departments” of a City or County
Government, the MFPD is a fully independent entity. This autonomy gives
the MFPD the advantage of focusing solely on the fire and emergency
needs of Montecito without distraction or compromise.
The result is, despite being a relatively small district, Montecito receives
a high level of fire and emergency services that provides protection to
the community and a model for other fire departments in California. This
advantage was never more apparent than in recent months.
However it is also important to remember that, while we are an independent
District, we are not isolated. We have cooperative relationships with public
safety departments throughout our region. We are extremely grateful for
their mutual aid in Montecito’s time of need. And we, of course, stand
ready to assist other communities when they are in need.
I extend my heartfelt gratitude to the men and women of the MFD and
to the Montecitans who responded so admirably in our community’s time
of need. Your resilience is inspiring. We will continue to press forward to
protect Montecito, improve our readiness and make you proud.
Sincerely,
Chip Hickman
Fire Chief
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MONTECITO FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT
FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT
For the Year Ended June 30, 2018

REVENUES

FISCALLY FIRM IN 2018

Property Taxes
The MFPD remains financially
healthy. The Thomas Fire and
Debris Flow led to additional
expenditures in 2018, however
these additional costs were largely
reimbursed thanks to State and
Federal Disaster Recovery
programs.
To inspire the confidence of the
Montecito community and the
MFPD team, fiscal transparency
and oversight are a high priority
at the District.

We are honored to have recently
received a “District of Distinction”
award from the California Special
Districts Association recognizing
our commitment to transparency.
The MFPD Finance Committee
reviews monthly reports and an
independent auditor produces
comprehensive annual reports, all
of which are accessible on our
public website.

Interest/Rental Income
Fire Assignments

1,785,734
191,844

Donations

354,319

Miscellaneous Revenue

Total

14,296

$ 20,071,937

EXPENDITURES
Salaries and Employee Benefits

Capital Assets

16,233,616
1,784,984
83,615

Transfer to Pension Obligation Fund

155,000

Transfer to Capital Reserves Fund

460,000

Total
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Charges for Services

Services and Supplies
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$ 17,671,960

$ 18,717,215

FIRE SUPPRESSION
• Fire Investigations
• Mutual Aid Throughout
California
• Red Flag Staffing for
Critical Times
• Blue Card System to align
emergency response
with other jurisdictions

FIRE PREVENTION
• Fire Hydrant Replacement
• Community Wildfire Protection
Plan, including a long-range
vegetation modification
program
• Trained volunteer network via
the MERRAG volunteer
program

EMERGENCY MEDICAL
RESCUE
• Paramedic-level advanced life
support services for people in
Montecito.

SAFETY CODE
ASSISTANCE &
OVERSIGHT
• Fire Protection Certificate
• Issuance for:
Building Development
Code Adoptions
Occupancy Inspections
Large Development Safety

COMMUNITY SAFETY
EDUCATION
• Free monthly public disaster
preparedness training
program

READINESS &
•
INNOVATION
• “Readiness and Innovation”
refers to the actions we take
to keep our department
prepared for the future at a
high level of capability…
• New Type 3 Pierce Engine.
• New microwave wireless
dispatch connectivity

Montecito Fire Protection District 2018 Annual Report
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How We Performed and
What We Learned

n n October 2018, a special report was presented to the Montecito Fire
Protection District by the firm Geo-Elements LLC. The report was
titled “A Retrospective Study of Montecito Fire Protection District’s
Wildland Fire Program during the 2017 Thomas Fire.”
Despite the fact that the Thomas Fire now ranks as the second largest
wildfire in California history and destroyed more than a thousand homes
and structures in Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties, only seven primary
residences were lost in Montecito due in large part to proactive preparation
taken on behalf of the MFPD over the past 20 years.
Below is the Executive Summary of the Report. The full report is available
at: montecitofire.com/thomasfirestudy

Executive Summary
A Retrospective Study of Montecito Fire Protection District
Wildland Fire Program during the 2017 Thomas Fire
The Thomas Fire, now the second largest wildfire in California history,
burned into the community of Montecito on December 16, 2017 having
already destroyed more than 1,000 structures in Ventura and Santa
Barbara counties. With the fire burning under strong Sundowner winds,
firefighters had anticipated significant structure losses across the northern
reaches of the community. However, as the winds abated in the late
afternoon of the 16th only seven primary residences were destroyed by
the fire and another 40 additional structures and outbuildings were
damaged or destroyed. Hundreds of structures were successfully
protected by the fire suppression resources assigned to the community.
While any structure loss is devastating to the families involved and to
the firefighters assigned to protect them, the level of damage associated
with the Thomas Fire in Montecito was significantly less than was
modeled in the 2016 Montecito Community Wildfire Protection Plan
(CWPP) or that firefighters anticipated or that occurred in either of the
2008 Tea and 2009 Jesusita fires. Over 100 homes were lost in Montecito
during the 2008 Tea Fire and thousands of people were evacuated
during both the 2008 Tea and 2009 Jesusita fires.
The objective of this document is to review the actions of the Montecito
Fire Protection District (District) in the years leading up to the fire as well
as actions that took place under the guidance of the Incident Management
Team prior to and during December 16th to better understand how
these actions influenced the positive outcomes associated with the
defense of Montecito. While assessing the District’s wildfire program,
this report also provides recommendations as to how the District might
build on these past successes given the new environmental conditions
that the Thomas Fire and ensuing debris flow have created across the
community.
Montecito’s wildland fire program has spent the last 20 years developing
a set of systems to combat the threat of wildfire. These systems include
implementing new stringent building codes and architectural guidelines,
creating a hazardous fuel treatment network across the northern portion

of the community, developing a pre-attack plan to disseminate critical
fire ground information to mutual aid resources, developing partnerships
within the community and with adjacent agencies, and building a
community education program that facilitates a positive working relationship
with the community. These systems were successfully deployed to
support structure defense actions by the more than 500 firefighters
assigned to Montecito the morning of December 16th. In part, due to
the effectiveness of the systems, only minimal structure loss and damage
occurred, but most importantly, no lives were lost or serious injuries
occurred prior to and during the fire fight.
A post-fire assessment found that the seven primary residences destroyed
during the Thomas Fire lacked defensible space, lacked safe access
due to narrow roads or no turnarounds for fire apparatus, were constructed
of flammable construction materials, or were situated where gaps existed
in the fuel treatment network.
The Thomas Fire demonstrated how proactive actions implemented by
the District in the past 20 years contributed to the successful defense
of the community during the Thomas Fire. Post-fire, Montecito still has
unburned fuel in smaller enclaves within the community and with the
2008 Tea and 2009 Jesusita burn scars. These areas still have the
potential to support smaller, more localized wildfires. Given the favorable
climatic conditions of the Central Coast, over the next 10-20 years
vegetation in the footprint of the Thomas Fire will be able to support
wildfire again. There is much opportunity for the District to use the
Thomas Fire burned area to continue to expand and improve upon the
existing fuel treatment network. Treating vegetation as it regrows will be
less labor intensive and less costly than in the past. Leveraging community
partnerships, improving the use of technology to support fire operations,
modifying defensible space fire codes, and continuing the wildland fire
safety education of the community are critical steps for the District in the
upcoming years as they prepare for the inevitable next wildfire.
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MFD Helped Suppression & Recovery
At Camp & Carr Fires

The right tools can make a big
difference when facing an
emergency. MFD is pleased to
have added a new Type 3 Fire
Engine to our fleet of fire fighting
equipment. The new Engine
replaces an old vehicle that was
in use approximately 20 years.
A “Type 3” designation indicates
that the new 4-wheel drive vehicle
is a “Wildland Engine,” designed
especially to carry all the tools and
equipment to battle challenging
front country wild fires, such as
those that pose a threat to Montecito.
The vehicle also has updated
communication technology.
The new Engine is manufactured
by Pierce, considered by many as
the best fire fighting vehicles
available. Pierce Engines are
assembled to exacting standards
and built to remain in service for
decades, making them a top
choice for fire departments across
the US.

The 2018 fire season proved
extremely challenging for
communities across California. In
keeping with our mutual aid
commitment with other California
fire agencies, the MFD provided
assistance with suppression and
recovery on several major fires in
the State, including the Camp Fire
and the Carr Fire. MFD has
participated in the California
Master Mutual Agreement since
1959.
The Camp Fire, in Butte County,
earned the dubious distinction as
the deadliest and most destructive
fire in California, overtaking the
recent Thomas Fire. The Camp
Fire caused at least 85 fatalities,
destroyed 18,804 structures, and
covered an area of 153,336 acres.
The Carr Fire, in Shasta and Trinity
Counties, was the seventh-

most destructive fire in California
history. It destroyed 1,604
structures and burned 229,651
acres. MFD’s assistance included
sending Wildland Fire Engines for
suppression, Battalion Chiefs as
strike team leaders, and Rescue
Task Force to aid in victim recovery.
MFD Division Chief Kevin Taylor
said, “When we faced the Thomas
Fire, we counted on mutual aid
from fire fighters from across the
State. They joined us in the fight,
performed admirably and we were
extremely appreciative.” Taylor
continued, “It’s part of our
Department’s duty to be ready to
respond and assist other agencies
who face challenges and need
our help. When other agencies
need us, we’ll be ready. Just like
they were here when our
community was in need.”

The US Postal Service released a
postage stamp honoring America’s
first responders at MFD Station
One on Friday, September 14th.
A dedication ceremony drew a
large crowd, including
representatives of first responder
agencies from throughout the
region as well as media mogul and
Montecito resident, Oprah Winfrey.
Speakers at the event included
Montecito Fire Chief Chip Hickman,
USPS Sierra Coastal District
Manager Al Santos, and MFPD
Board Member (and Founder of
the Bucket Brigade) Abe Powell.
In her keynote address, Ms.
Winfrey acknowledged the hard
work and skill of MFD personnel
and other first responders. She
encouraged the crowd to think of
the Thomas Fire and Debris Flow
as reminders of the preciousness
of life then urged them to “live out
loud.”

A lot has changed since the MFD first began using Pierce fire engines
a century ago. (Left) The new Pierce Engine. (Right) A MFD Pierce Engine
in 1926

The Montecito Fire Department was honored to host Oprah Winfrey
(center, with Chief Hickman) and representatives of first responder
agencies from throughout the region to unveil a new USPS stamp.
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New Evacuation Principles & An Improved
“Ready Set Go!” System
When our community faces safety
threats, deciding when, where and
who to evacuate are important
and delicate decisions that can
have significant ramifications for
everyone who lives and works in
Montecito. That’s why the MFD
worked in conjunction with the
Sheriff’s Office who is responsible
for evacuation orders to make
improvements to our approach
based on Montecito’s unique
situation and on insight obtained
subsequent to the Thomas Fire
and the 1-9 Debris Flow.
We established six “Evacuation
Principles” to clarify our priorities
and to guide our planning and
decision-making. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
(Picture clockwise from top left) Al Gregson, Battalion Chief and Fire
Marshal; Ed Fuentes, Engineer; Drue Holthe, Fire Captain; and Kerry
Kellogg, Wildland Fire Specialist

Gregson, Holthe, Fuentes and Kellogg
Retired in ‘18
It is with gratitude and a touch of
sadness that MFD bids farewell
to four members of our team who
retired in 2018. With a combined
service of 100 years, these
colleagues leave a legacy of skill,
honor and leadership that has
been deeply appreciated and will
be missed.
Al Gregson, Battalion Chief and
Fire Marshal, served MFD for 33
years. Ed Fuentes, Engineer,
served 30 years. Drue Holthe, Fire
Captain, served 30 years.
And Kerry Kellogg, Wildland Fire
Specalists, served 7 years.

“With a collective 100 years of
service, it’s bittersweet to see
these great firefighters leave the
Department,” said Chief Hickman.
He continued, “They have served
this community honorably and I
am proud of them. It’s been a
privilege to serve with them and
I wish them well as they move on
to the next chapter of their lives.”

5.
6.

Ensure public safety
Evacuate only when
necessary
Evacuate only those areas
necessary
Evacuate for the shortest
time possible
Return people home as
soon as possible
Provide the community with
clear, timely information
and rationale for
evacuations

These six principles help us
balance our responsibility to
maximize public safety while
minimizing disruption and
inconvenience. We hope they
reinforce the community’s
confidence that MFD and the
Sheriff’s Office will consider all
factors when making critical
evacuation decisions.

A New “Ready, Set, Go!” System
Our regional “Ready, Set, Go!”
Program (RSG) has also been
modified to match our Debris Flow
risk. RSG is designed to prepare
a community for times of
emergency. It was originally
developed by the International
Association of Fire Chiefs to
improve the dialogue between fire
departments and the residents they
serve, especially in high risk wildfire
areas.
In 2018, the MFD and our region
made several updates to our RSG*
program relating to rain storms and
the threat of debris flows.
READY (Alert! Be Aware!) =
Weather Advisory, 72 to 48 hours
before storm
SET (Prepare To Leave!) =
Evacuation Warning, 48 to 24
hours before storm
GO (Leave Now!) = Evacuation
Order, 24 hours or less before
storm
The MFD also continues to remind
residents to take responsibility and
prepare long before safety threats
arise. Plan escape routes and
make sure all those residing within
the home know the plan of action.
If you have any questions about
what you can do to be prepared,
call the MFD anytime.
* See pages 8-9 of this report for
details on the “Ready Set Go!”
program.

All four of the retirees said they
are looking forward to spending
more quality time with their
families.
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NEWS
Valor Award recipients Maeve
Juarez and Andy Rupp pictured
with MFD officials.

MFD Awards MFD’s First Ever Valor
Award To Juarez & Rupp
Two MFD members received
Medal of Valor awards for
extraordinary service. Firefighter
Paramedic Andy Rupp and
Wildland Fire Specialist Maeve
Juarez were honored at a Valor
Ceremony on October 30, 2018
for their heroic efforts during the
January 2018 Debris Flow. Over
100 people attended the
ceremony at Montecito Union
School.
Chief Hickman presented the
Medals, the highest honor given
for extraordinary acts of courage,
and stated his gratitude to both
recipients for their courage in
“risking their own lives to save
others.” The event marked the first
time a Valor Award has been
presented in the 101 year history
of the Montecito Fire Department.
Juarez was patrolling in the early
morning hours near San Ysidro
Creek at East Mountain Drive
when her vehicle was overtaken
by floodwaters flowing down Park
Lane. Despite the pouring rain, a
ruptured gas line exploded and
ignited several residences.
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Juarez exited her vehicle and ran
toward the flame-engulfed home
of Teri and John Keating. Mr.
Keating was seriously burned and
Mrs. Keating had broken both
ankles when jumping from the
second story to escape the
flames. Juarez then carried Mrs.
Keating and assisted the couple
to safety.
Rupp was honored for leading the
team that rescued 14-year-old
Lauren Cantin, who had been
trapped under uprooted trees and
debris near the intersection of Hot
Springs and Olive Mill roads.
Defying the odds, Rupp’s team
heard Lauren’s cries for help over
the din of the burning gas main
nearby. Chief Hickman said,
“Somehow, Andy and his crew
heard Lauren Cantin’s cries for
help.” He added, “Andy was the
first to make contact with Lauren,
and he never left her side, all the
way to the ambulance.”
Congratulations Fire Specialist
Juarez and Firefighter Paramedic
Rupp for your award and thank
you for your extraordinary service.

Internet connectivity is an essential
aspect of MFD operations and a
critical component of quickly
addressing public safety issues.
For example, MFD utilizes the
Santa Barbara County Sheriff’s
Department computer-aided
dispatch system to communicate
reported issues to our Department.
In the event that the hard cable
connection is rendered inoperable,
such as by a debris flow or other
incident, our ability to quickly
address reported issues could be
impaired.
Having more than one method of
internet connectivity creates a wise
redundancy that reduces the
vulnerability of MFD’s system of
communication. That’s why we are
pleased to announce that a new
wireless network has been
established. Now, in addition to
traditional hard cable connectivity,
MFD can connect to the Sheriff’s
dispatch system via a microwave
antenna that was installed on
Gibraltar Peak in December of
2018.
MFD will continue to explore ways
to make our systems even more
resilient and ready for any challenge
our community may face.

Board Members pictured from left to right: John Abraham Powell, Peter van Duinwyk, Sylvia Easton, Judith Ishkanian and Mike Lee

Chip Hickman, Fire Chief
Executive leadership with
responsibility over all District
operations, code enforcement,
finances and personnel.
Kevin Taylor,
Divisions Chief-Operations
Directs District operations and
assists the Chief in planning,
organizing and managing the
operations of the fire department.
Aaron Briner,
Battalion Chief-Fire Marshal
Enforces District, state and federal
codes, ordinances and regulations
relating to fire protection and life
safety. Also, oversees all
Prevention Bureau activities.

Scott Chapman,
A Shift Battalion Chief
Travis Ederer,
B Shift Battalion Chief
Alan Widling,
C Shift Battalion Chief
Usually the on-scene Incident
Commander for local incidents,
Battalion Chiefs manage and
coordinate daily operations of shift
personnel and assigned staff.
Joyce Reed,
Administrative Assistant
Performs support functions
including human resources,
records management, public
information, public education,
computer support and special
district board administration.

Araceli Nahas, Accountant
Processes all financial records
including payroll, accounts
receivable/payable, and
budgeting.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Sylvia Easton
4 year term
12/2/2016 - 12/4/2020
John Abraham Powell
4 year term
12/2/2016 - 12/4/2020
Michael Lee
4 year term
12/2/2016 - 12/4/2020
Peter van Duinwyk
4 year term
12/8/2018 - 12/9/2022
Judith Ishkanian
Appointed term
12/2/2019 - 12/4/2020
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MONTECITO FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT
595 San Ysidro Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
montecitofire.com
Printed on newsprint
to save funds.
Please recycle.

“We, the men and women of the Montecito Fire Department, promise to do our best to be there for
you when you need us. We promise to ready our minds and bodies to perform our roles with excellence
when called upon. We promise to act with transparency and honor in service to the community.”

Arnold, Daniel | Firefighter

Edwards, Scott | Dispatcher

Bass, Loren | Engineer

Elliott, Michael | Engineer

Bennewate, Brandon
Firefighter, Paramedic

Elmquist, Nic
Wildland Fire Specialist

Blake, Garet
Firefighter, Paramedic
Briner, Aaron
Fire Marshal, Battalion Chief
Broumand, Alex | Captain
Chapman, Scott
Battalion Chief
Cochran, Stephen | Firefighter
Davis, Shaun | Captain
Ederer, Travis | Battalion Chief

Juarez, Maeve
Wildland Fire Specialist
Klemowicz, Eric | Firefighter

Skei, Evan | Captain
St. Oegger, Dana | Engineer
Taylor, Jennifer | Dispatcher
Taylor, Kevin | Division Chief

Eubank, Nicholas | Firefighter

Lauritson, Richard
Assistant Fire Marshal,
Captain

French, Kevin
Firefighter, Paramedic

McCracken, Ryland
Firefighter, Paramedic

Walberg, Jered | Firefighter

Galbraith, Robert
Firefighter, Paramedic

Moran, Jess | Mechanic

Grant, Lucas | Engineer
Hauser, Benjamin | Captain
Johnson, David | Firefighter
Hickman, Kurt
Firefighter, Paramedic
Hickman, Chip | Fire Chief
Jenkins, Jacqueline
Communications Coordinator

Muller, Leslie | Dispatcher
Nahas, Araceli | Accountant
Powell, Keith | Engineer
Reed, Joyce
Administrative Assistant
Rupp, Andrew
Firefighter, Paramedic

Villarreal, Jeffrey | Captain

Walkup, Rodney | Engineer
Whilt, Shawn
Firefighter, Paramedic
Widling, Alan | Battalion Chief
Wrenn, William | Firefighter
Zeitsoff, Jordan | Captain

